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ANALYSIS

NATO AS A COMMUNITY OF VALUES
What characterizes a true “security community” – and, at the 
same time, distinguishes it from strictly “collective defense” 
alliances or from “collective security” and “cooperative se-
curity” frameworks – is the communion of values among its 
members, which is why membership is also more restricted 
and demanding. Since its inception, NATO was conceived as 
more than a military alliance. As stated in the Preamble of 
the North Atlantic Treaty, Allies “are determined to safeguard 
the freedom, common heritage and civilisation of their peo-
ples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual lib-
erty and the rule of law…”.1 As such, over its more than 73-
year history, NATO has consolidated itself as a transatlantic 
community of shared values, underlined in all its Strategic 
Concepts, including the previous one, from 2010, where it is 
stated that “the Alliance remains an unparalleled community 
of freedom, peace, security and shared values” and “NATO 
member states form a unique community of values”.2

However, democratic values and the “liberal world order” 
eroded and started to be contested and disputed again, due 
to the expansion of authoritarianisms, nationalisms, protec-
tionisms, populisms, and “illiberal democracies”.3 For exam-
ple, the 2022 Freedom in the World report by Freedom House 

is, significantly, subtitled “The Global Expansion of Authoritar-
ian Rule”, recording “16 consecutive years of decline in glob-
al freedom”.4 This dire picture is confirmed by the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, whose 2022 edition of its Democracy Index 
recorded the worst state of global democracy since the index 
was first published in 2006.5

Democracies are being undermined from within by illiberal, 
nationalist and populist forces. Freely elected leaders and 
parties from Brazil to India, but also from NATO countries 
such as Turkey, Hungary, Poland or even the United States at 
the end of the Trump presidency, took or threatened to take 
a variety of anti-democratic actions. The consequent breach 
of shared values among democracies led to a weakening of 
these values on the international scene. At the same time, 
autocratic regimes have expanded power and influence in the 
international system, becoming more effective in cooperat-
ing with or circumventing norms and institutions designed to 
support basic freedoms, and in helping others who wish to do 
the same. In particular, Xi Jinping’s China and Vladimir Putin’s 
Russia have actively challenged liberal political values, ex-
ported authoritarianism, and encouraged more authoritarian 
approaches to governance. Many of the freest states have 
seen their democratic norms challenged and fractured, and 

In a context inevitably marked by the Russian invasion of Ukraine, NATO’s 2022 Strategic Concept risked being ex-

clusively focused on the Russian threat and the collective defense of the Eastern flank of the Alliance. Fortunately, 

recognizing that the current and forthcoming strategic environment includes a multiplicity of other complex and often 

interconnected threats, risks and challenges, the new Strategic Concept approved on June 29 at the Madrid Summit 

includes several other relevant aspects for the readaptation of NATO to a new era. We highlight here two particularly 

decisive ones: the reaffirmation of the Alliance as a community of values and the strengthening of its political role.
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In particular, Xi Jinping’s China and Vladimir Putin’s Russia have actively challenged liberal political values, exported authoritarianism, and encouraged more authoritarian 

approaches to governance. Pictured are Putin and Xi Jinping during a video conference in December 2021 (photo: Kremlin.ru / CC BY 4.0)

countries that have wavered between democracy and author-
itarianism, meanwhile, are increasingly leaning towards the 
latter. Indeed, it is impossible to ignore the damage done to 
the reputation of democracy, as well as to the liberal interna-
tional order.

Therefore, it is vital that NATO assert itself as a community of 
values, with its mission continuing to be closely associated 
with the defense and promotion of democratic values and a 
liberal international order. This is reaffirmed in the Madrid 
Summit Declaration, with the Allies “united in our commit-
ment to democracy, individual liberty, human rights, and the 
rule of law… We are committed to upholding the rules-based 
international order”.6 Likewise, the new Strategic Concept 
“underpins our efforts to safeguard our nations, societies 
and shared values”, stating in its Purpose and Principles that 
the Allies “are bound together by common values: individual 
liberty, human rights, democracy and the rule of law”. It offers 
an open-door policy “to all European democracies that share 
the values of our Alliance”.7

Second, the 2022 Strategic Concept recognizes that “Author-
itarian actors challenge our interests, values and democratic 
way of life” and “promote authoritarian models of govern-
ance”. It highlights the Russian Federation - whose “willing-

ness to use force to pursue its political goals undermine the 
rules-based international order” – and China, whose “stat-
ed ambitions and coercive policies challenge our interests, 
security and values… It strives to subvert the rules-based 
international order, including in the space, cyber and mari-
time domains.”. It further adds that the strengthening of the 
strategic partnership between China and Russia “and their 
mutually reinforcing attempts to undercut the rules-based in-
ternational order run counter to our values and interests”.8 

Thirdly, therefore, the new Strategic Concept reaffirms the Al-
lies’ willingness to “stand up for our shared values and the 
rules-based international order”. On the other hand, the world 
order is at a turning point, and if defenders of democratic 
values do not work together to help ensure a liberal order, 
the authoritarian model will prevail. Hence the relevance of 
the Strategic Concept’s underlining that “Partnerships are 
crucial” not only to protect the global commons and enhance 
NATO resilience, but also to “uphold the rules-based interna-
tional order”.9

The reaffirmation of the Atlantic Alliance as a “community of 
values” is crucial for the Allied countries, their political forc-
es and societies; candidate and putative candidate countries 
for NATO membership; partners interested in strengthening 
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or creating cooperative ties with the Atlantic Alliance; and 
also autocratic regimes, starting with China and Russia, thus 
faced with a NATO committed to defending and promoting 
democratic values and a liberal international order. Strangely, 
in this Strategic Concept, NATO never refers to the “liberal 
international/world order”, preferring the term “rules-based 
international order”.

NATO’S NEW POLITICAL ROLE
During the Cold War, in addition to the collective defense of 
the Allies and the containment of the expansion of the USSR, 
NATO consolidated itself as the main political forum for trans-
atlantic dialogue and cooperation, playing a decisive role in 
maintaining peace between the countries of Western Europe. 
It promoted the economic and commercial interdependencies 
between the two sides of the North Atlantic, stimulating mu-
tual development and prosperity. It encouraged the Europe-
an integration process and the expansion and consolidation 
of democracy in Western Europe. With the end of the Cold 
War, this political role of the Atlantic Alliance was reinforced, 
contributing decisively to the expansion of liberal democ-
racy to Eastern European countries. It fostered “European 
reunification” by embracing former adversaries and support-
ed the EU’s CFSP/CSDP and the Union’s enlargement and 
deepening processes. NATO helped to globalize the liberal 
order and “universalize” shared values around Democracy, 
Human Rights and the Rule of Law, and it promoted coopera-
tive security mechanisms with external partners. Through its 
political role, NATO has been transformed and has adapted 
to new geopolitical realities, consolidating itself as a security 
and defense organization and a cornerstone of Euro-Atlantic 
security.

However, whereas the military dimension has remained ro-
bust, the political role of the Alliance has been relatively un-
dervalued and underused. This role is decisive today, per-
haps more important than ever, due to the combination of 
multiple intra-NATO and external factors. Within the Alliance 
differences have accumulated between European and trans-
atlantic Allies, some of which may worsen again. The Alliance 
faces a new geopolitical context generated by BREXIT (with 
support from Trump’s US), now with not one but two large 
European countries (Turkey and UK) that are not EU Member 
States but are NATO members. On the other hand, the forth-
coming accession of Finland and Sweden to NATO reduces 
the number of EU member states outside the Atlantic Alliance 
to four and considerably increases the direct border with the 
Russian Federation. NATO needs to take into account the will 
and efforts of the EU to advance its “strategic autonomy” 
(of course, vis-à-vis the US and NATO) and European fears 
regarding the American commitment to European security in 
light of the Asia/Indo-Pacific priority in US foreign and secu-
rity policy. The desire of several countries to join NATO can 
create new dividing lines between “included” and “excluded” 

and also between Allies. And finally there is the continuing is-
sue of American pressure towards “burden-sharing” and the 
difficulties and resistance of numerous European countries 
in meeting the agreed commitments with regard to Defense 
expenditure.

In addition, there are important “external” dynamics and 
factors that require political monitoring and coordination: an 
international system undergoing rapid mutation and uncer-
tain evolution; a great variety and complexity of threats, risks 
and challenges, making it difficult to establish priorities and 
define common strategies and approaches; the divisive po-
tential of Russia and China and the maneuvers of Moscow 
and Beijing to divide the Allies; and  the diversity of partner 
actors and potential partners, with their respective agendas 
and concerns, making it more problematic to establish pro-
ductive and coherent partnerships. In a context of decon-
struction and regression of the liberal international order, it is 
imperative that NATO assume a central role as an Alliance of 
democracies and as a platform to establish and coordinate 
both policies based on common values and cooperative se-
curity strategies.

For all these reasons, it is vital to relaunch and strengthen 
the political role of the Atlantic Alliance10, and the Madrid 
Summit and the 2022 Strategic Concept were important 
steps in this direction. From the outset, the Summit provided 
an image of cohesion between Allies that had not been seen 
for a long time, highlighted in the decisions taken and in the 
Madrid Summit Declaration: the start of the process for Fin-
land and Sweden joining the Alliance, the vehement condem-
nation of Russia and the unequivocal support for Ukraine, the 
references to China’s challenge, and the approval of the new 
Strategic Concept.

Second, the 30 Allies met in Madrid with many of NATO’s 
partners:  the Heads of State and Government of Australia, 
Finland, Georgia, Japan, the Republic of Korea, New Zealand, 
Sweden, and Ukraine, the President of the European Council 
and the President of the European Commission, as well the 
Foreign Ministers of Jordan and Mauritania, and the Defense 
Minister of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Particularly significant, 
the four Asia-Pacific partners (Australia, Japan, South Korea, 
and New Zealand) participated for the first time in an Atlantic 
Alliance Summit. A paradigmatic example of the new political 
role of NATO and the necessary political cohesion between Al-
lies is the reference to Russia and China in the new Strategic 
Concept. Russia is no longer seen as a partner and is defined 
as “the most significant and direct threat”, so NATO “will en-
hance resilience against Russian coercion and support our 
partners to counter malign interference and aggression”.11 
China is referred to in a NATO Strategic Concept for the first 
time, described as a “challenge” that poses “systemic chal-
lenges”, before which the Allies “will boost our shared aware-
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ness, enhance our resilience and preparedness, and protect 
against the PRC’s coercive tactics and efforts to divide the 
Alliance”.12

The new Strategic Concept expressly states that NATO is “the 
unique, essential and indispensable transatlantic forum to 
consult, coordinate and act” and that it will continue to rein-
force a “political unity and solidarity and to broaden and deep-
en our consultations to address all matters”. It is also signif-
icant to define the EU as “a unique and essential partner for 
NATO”, either because “NATO Allies and EU members share 
the same values” or because “NATO and the EU play comple-
mentary, coherent and mutually reinforcing roles in supporting 
international peace and security”, stating the predisposition 
to “enhance the NATO-EU strategic partnership, strengthen 
political consultations and increase cooperation on issues of 
common interest.”. At the same time, NATO recognizes “the 
value of a stronger and more capable European defence that 
contributes positively to transatlantic and global security”, 
while underlining the determination of all Allies to “meet the 
commitments under the Defence Investment Pledge, in its 
entirety” and “to ensure that increased national defence ex-
penditures and NATO common funding will be commensurate 
with the challenges of a more contested security order”.13

In addition to the partnership with the EU, the 2022 Strate-
gic Concept underlines that NATO will strengthen “political 
dialogue and practical cooperation” with other partners, from 
the UN to regional organizations such as the OSCE and the 
African Union, including Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia or 
Ukraine and regions of strategic interest to the Alliance, in-
cluding the Middle East and North Africa, the Sahel and, for 
the first time, Asia/Indo-Pacific. Significantly, the document 
reaffirms the decision taken at the 2008 Bucharest Summit 
with respect to Georgia and Ukraine. Also noteworthy is the 
commitment to “strengthen our ties with partners that share 
the Alliance’s values and interest in upholding the rules-
based international order” and an approach that “will remain 
interest-driven, flexible…and able to adapt to changing geo-
political realities”.14

NATO’S RAISON D’ÊTRE
The NATO community of values is not a panacea, and its 
political role is not always properly valued. But for NATO to 
successfully adapt to the new geopolitical and geostrategic 
realities these factors are crucial. Without communion and 
sharing of values, the Alliance would no longer be a true secu-
rity community and it would be more difficult to establish com-
mon interests. Without political cohesion among the Allies, 
NATO’s powerful defense capabilities are worth less. Without 

With the end of the Cold War, the political role of the Atlantic Alliance was reinforced, contributing decisively to the expansion of liberal democracy to Eastern European coun-

tries. Pictured is the accession ceremony of the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland to the North Atlantic Treaty in 1999 with the Prime Ministers of those countries and NATO 

Secretary General Dr. J. Solana and Mr. G. Goetze (Deputy Executive Secretary) (photo: North Atlantic Treaty Organization)
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political articulation, the Alliance’s three core tasks of deter-
rence and defense, crisis prevention and management, and 
cooperative security cannot be realized. Without constructive 
political dialogue, the differences between Allies cannot be 
overcome or mitigated. Without political articulation, it is not 
possible to formulate common and coherent strategies. With-
out political unity, the Transatlantic Alliance will not be able 
to: project security and stability to its periphery, either to the 
East or to the South, or to other areas of the globe; effectively 
address the many risks and threats; establish fruitful part-
nerships with external partners; or deal with major revisionist 
powers like Russia and China. Without shared values and 
political cohesion, it is not possible for NATO to be the pillar 
of democracy and the rules-based international order.

The new Strategic Concept ends by stating that NATO “guar-
antees our peace, freedom and prosperity. As Allies, we will 
continue to stand together to defend our security, values, and 
democratic way of life”.15 This is, and will remain, the true 
raison d’être of the Atlantic Alliance.
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Editorial

AT THE CROSSROADS
More than 25 years ago, in the wake of the end of the Cold 

War, the mood on the European continent was predominantly 

euphoric. Central Europe was finally free: it was freed from 

the yoke of the Soviet Union and ready to join the internation-

al liberal community, whose foundation in Europe was NATO 

and the EU. This connection did not always go smoothly, with 

the usefulness and necessity of the ‘double’ NATO and EU 

enlargement provoking much discussion in Western public 

opinion. In the Netherlands, too, there was initially skepti-

cism about the admission of the ‘new’ Europeans, but as 

is so often the case, the Netherlands adapted and toed the 

international line. The margins for maneuver for the Nether-

lands in international politics are still narrow.

It looked for some time then that an era of transatlantic 

dominance on the world stage had begun. Not only had the 

transatlantic alliance won the Cold War, but the dominant 

ideas about the importance of human rights, multilateral 

institutions, market economies and free trade became im-

portant “exports.” That situation did not last, in part due to 

disagreements arising in the alliance’s ranks after ‘9/11’, 

but also because the rest of the world, especially China, had 

no intention of resigning itself to the status quo.

China gradually emerged not just as the workshop of the 

world, where entire Western industries relocated or on which 

they became dependent for their raw materials. The country 

also developed an assertive foreign policy, primarily aimed 

at regional influence, but also with ambitious goals on the 

global level. Gigantic investments, for example in the Belt 

and Road Initiative spanning several continents, served as 

a lubricant for expanding political influence. President Trump 

was the first to jettison the US policy of containment towards 

China and pursue a tough confrontation policy.

China was not the only country unwilling to accept the sta-

tus quo of the 1990s. On the European continent, Russia 

gradually evolved from a revisionist to an aggressively ex-

pansive power. Twenty years ago, Foreign Minister Sergey 

Lavrov spoke cynically about the Russian “energy weapon” 

as the new Russian nuclear weapon. European countries, led 

by Germany, stubbornly continued to call Russia a partner 

and dug their own economic grave by becoming dependent 

on Moscow for energy supplies. It was only after Russia’s re-

peated imperialist attacks on Ukraine in February 2022 that 

Western governments finally realized - or acknowledged - the 

fiasco of their appeasement policy.

Looking back now, as I prepare to depart from the Nether-

lands Atlantic Association, the situation described above 

generally forms the political-historical framework in which 

I have worked on programs for the Netherlands Atlantic 

Association over the past 25 years. Never a dull moment, as 

it turns out, given the many small and large changes that have 

occurred in the transatlantic relationship. The only certainty 

is that new certainties are scarce. This observation leads to 

the conclusion that a credible defense is not a luxury but a 

necessity. Except by America and a few European countries, 

this idea has not been taken seriously for decades, partly 

out of laziness, partly out of the mistaken idea that we can 

resolve disputes through consultation and diplomacy. Maybe 

this will be a wake-up call for democratic countries. However, 

they are currently a minority within the UN. It is better to stick 

to Churchill’s observation that security is not everything but 

everything is nothing without security. NATO’s new Strategic 

Concept, the central theme of this special issue of Atlantisch 

Perspectief, is hopefully contributing to a more secure world 

in these turbulent times.  

Thank you for your generous support - in whatever form - for 

the Netherlands Atlantic Association and for me personally 

over the past years, and I look forward to seeing you again!
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NATO’s new Strategic Concept: 
our blueprint for navigating a 
more dangerous and 
competitive world

President Putin’s war of aggression on Ukraine has shattered peace in Europe and shaken the entire international 

order. It is not just an unprovoked and unjustified attack on a sovereign, independent nation. It is an attack on the 

whole system of global rules on which our peace and prosperity depend.

The consequences of Russia’s aggression go far beyond Eu-

rope’s borders. Moscow is weaponizing food, fuel and other 

critical commodities, to create wider instability and threaten 

some of the world’s most vulnerable people. Other author-

itarian regimes, notably China, have refused to condemn 

Russia’s invasion. In fact, Beijing has pledged to deepen its 

partnership with Moscow, while persistently seeking to chal-

lenge our interests, security and values by any means – po-

litical, economic and military. At the same time, we face the 

persistent threat of terrorism, cyberattacks, nuclear prolifer-

ation, and climate change. As we have always done, NATO is 

adapting to this more dangerous and competitive world. At 

our historic Madrid Summit in June, we took bold decisions 

to continue to strengthen our Alliance and keep our one bil-

lion people safe.

In Madrid we agreed NATO’s new Strategic Concept, our blue-

print for ensuring our security in the years to come. Next 

to our founding Washington Treaty, the Strategic Concept is 

NATO’s most important document. It reaffirms NATO as the 

cornerstone of our collective defense, and reiterates NATO’s 

three core tasks as deterrence and defense, crisis preven-

tion and management, and cooperative security with our 

partners. First and foremost, it demonstrates our strength 

and unity – standing together as Allies to defend our free-

dom, promote human rights and international law, and con-

tribute to a more peaceful world.

Our 2022 Strategic Concept reflects the fundamental chang-

es to our security environment in the 12 years since our 

previous Concept was agreed. Far from being the “strate-

gic partner” which we hoped for, our new Concept defines 

Russia as the “most significant and direct threat” to Allies’ 

security, given its increasingly aggressive attempts to re-es-

tablish spheres of influence and use conventional, cyber and 

hybrid means against our own nations and our partners. It 

also addresses, for the first time, the systemic challenges 

China’s stated ambitions and coercive policies pose to our 

security, and it recommits to tackling existing and emerging 

challenges, including climate change, cyber and hybrid at-

tacks, and terrorism.

At the Summit we took other important decisions to strength-

en our Alliance and accelerate its adaptation. Since 2014, 

NATO has implemented the largest reinforcement of our 

collective defense in a generation. In Madrid, we agreed a 

further fundamental shift, building on our significantly en-

hanced posture, to strengthen our deterrence and defense 

for the long term. We have already doubled the number of 

battlegroups from the Baltic to the Black Sea. We will de-

ploy additional combat-ready forces and scale the existing 

battlegroups up to brigade level. We will increase the num-

ber of high-readiness forces across the Alliance to well over 

300,000 troops, and pre-position more stocks and equip-

ment to enable rapid reinforcement. We will continue to 

strengthen our posture across all domains-- land, sea, air, 

space and cyber, and defend every inch of Allied territory 

from any aggression at all times.

We also took further actions to tackle new threats and chal-

lenges. We inaugurated a new one-billion-euro NATO Innova-

tion Fund which, together with our Defense Innovation Accel-

erator for the North Atlantic (DIANA), will ensure we harness 

cutting-edge transatlantic technology for our security. We set 

an ambitious target to cut greenhouse gas emissions from 

NATO bodies and commands by at least 45% by 2030, and to 

net zero in 2050. Allies recommitted to investing at least 2% 

of GDP on defense and increasing NATO’s common funding 

to provide the resources we need to deliver our higher levels 

of ambition. Finally, we continued to enhance our cooperation 

with like-minded nations and organizations, including a com-

prehensive package of support to Ukraine and other partners 

at risk of Russian aggression, strengthened relations with our 

Indo-Pacific partners, deeper NATO-EU cooperation, and a his-

toric invitation to Finland and Sweden to join NATO.

As a founding member of our Alliance and the EU, the Neth-

erlands has always been an advocate of a strong and for-

ward-looking NATO as the ultimate guarantor of European se-

curity. The Netherlands makes many important contributions 

to our Alliance, not least to our multinational battlegroups in 

Lithuania and Romania, and through its recent decision to 

increase defense spending, with the aim of meeting the 2% 

GDP target by 2024. The Netherlands also actively contribut-

ed to the development of our new Strategic Concept, hosting 

one of four preparatory seminars on enhancing our partner-

ships in The Hague. The articles in this special edition of 

the Atlantisch Perspectief reflect many of the key themes of 

NATO’s new Strategic Concept. I thank the Netherlands At-

lantic Association for everything it does to support a strong 

transatlantic bond.

Our democratic nations are facing the most serious security 

situation in decades. As we have always done, NATO is rising 

to today’s and tomorrow’s challenges with unity and resolve: 

Europe and North America standing strong together in NATO. 

The historic decisions we took in Madrid will ensure that our 

Alliance remains ready, strong and agile to preserve peace, 

prevent conflict, and protect our people and values.
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Jens Stoltenberg is the Secretary General of NATO.

Would you like to react?

Mail the editor: redactie@atlcom.nl.


